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by our English cloth ", making " all Europe almost Eng-
land's servant " since it wore " our livery " x. Coke declared
in the Parliament of 1621 that cloth accounted for nine parts
out of ten of * all exportable commodities of this Kingdom * 2.
The Commissioners for Trade and Plantations reported
in 1702 that they ' judged that near two -thirds ' of
the exports in 1663 were of woollen manufacture s. More
precise figures are available for the eighteenth century :
they are official values, but serve to show the relative pro-
1700    *	£6,477,402 4     £2,989,163 7
1760         .	14,694,970s	5>453,*728
1800         .	43,152,019 6	6,917,58s9
The degree of specialization attained in the woollen industry
even in the sixteenth century is revealed in a list drawn up
in 1561. Germany was the market for inferior, and the Low
Countries for superior, white cloth : the Baltic lands, Spain,
Portugal and Barbary consumed Suffolk cloth and * western
reds and blues ' : Italy and Hungary used Hampshire
kersies and ' northerns ' : France took Bristol friezes, Welsh
cloth and Manchester cottons : Devonshire dozens (white
kersies) went, the best to Spain and the Indies, the middle
qualities to the Low Countries, and the ' mean sort ' to
France 10, Long before the * Industrial Revolution 3 the repu-
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Various, ii. 193, 200. This was said in 1657.
Similarly : Defoe, A Plan of the English Commerce (ed. 1728), 190. " A
foolish, conceit/' commented Smith., Chronicon Rusticum-Commerciale (ed.
1747), i. 156, 276.
z House of Commons Journals, i. 520, 552. (Probably this included all
woollen fabrics.)
3 House of Lords MSS., 1702—1704, p. 69.
*	Ibid. 1704-1706, p. 107.
B WMtworth, State of the Trade of Great Britain (1776), part i. 64
(omitting foreign coin and bullion).
6	Great Britain :  Macpherson, Annals of Commerce, iv. 536.    See infrat
Appendix, p. 494, No. 5.
7	House of Lords MSS. 1702—1704, p. 69.
 *	Chalmers, An Estimate of the Comparative Strength  of Britain (ed.
1782), 143.
 *	Great Britain:  Parliamentary Papers (1821), xvii. 227.    The woollen
exports from 1718—1743 are given  in Smith, Chronicon Rusticum-Com-
merciale (ed. 1747), ii. 468.
10 State Papers Foreign, 1560-1561, p. 524. With this may be compared
Defoe's list in The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1727), ii. part ii. 61
seq+, and in A Plan of the English Commerce (ed, 1728), 183 seq.

